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Abstract

English vocabulary learning experience through an individual and collaborative learning environment can be extended using cloud computing technology. The immediate benefits of cloud computing are obvious where cloud-based applications reduce infrastructure and IT costs, increase accessibility and enable collaboration for their users. However, the local students of institutes of higher education (IHE) seldom apply the Web 2.0 technology in vocabulary learning tools because these tools do not focus on learners’ needs. Besides, they also do not integrate any student-centred approach, vocabulary learning strategies or motivational techniques to cater for various learning styles. With the help from the literatures, this paper focuses on formulating the conceptual framework in developing a cloud-based student-centred vocabulary learning tool which is named as VocabBook. Since the cloud-based web applications can be run on any Internet browsers, this will enable the students to design their own learning time at their convenience. Besides the strategies applied, the gamification technique will also be utilized to motivate the learners to attempt the quizzes to improve the learning capabilities. The findings from the literature will be helpful for the IHE students to elevate their learning styles. One of the biggest advantages of cloud-based computing is the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model. Many software programs are now available either free or on a low-cost subscription basis, which substantially lowers the cost of essential applications for students. Finally, the paper presents UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) that will be used to visualize the design stage of the VocabBook tool proposed for the student-centred learning approach.
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Introduction

Learning vocabulary of a language is one of the keys to master a particular language. According to Fisher and Frey (2014), vocabulary is not an isolated skill, but it is the core of literacy of a language. Vocabulary does not merely refer to a single unit of word and meaning, it relates to a lexicon or phrase of words that people use for daily and meaningful communication. Academic vocabulary words which are commonly abstract, nuanced, and densely packed with meaning appear much in literary texts or popular media (Townsend & Kiernan, 2015).

Web 2.0 supports user-generated content that facilitates websites to inter-operate in different types of systems and devices. Cloud computing relies on Web 2.0 to deliver virtualized materials as a service in interactive webpages (AlCattan, 2014). In recent years, cloud computing has been popularly applied in the academic field to enrich the learners’ learning experience via a collaborative and individual learning platform (Barhate & Narale, 2015). In the e-learning (electronic learning) domain, interactive learning and sharing of resources are promoted by using cloud computing which can offer dynamic contents to different learner needs (Barhate & Narale, 2015). All of these cloud-based academic resources can be kept in the cloud server safely.

Background of Study

There is a need to make web-based learning systems more student-centred in its design and development (Hannafin & Hannafin, 2010; McLoughlin & Lee, 2010; Lee, Srinivasan, Trail, Lewis & Lopez, 2011). According to Ogle and Correa-Kovtun (2010), there is little research to lead teachers on encouraging English language learners (ELLs) to develop their reading skills on the informational texts and learn new academic words which are crucial to study.

Meanwhile, there are a few evidences in the usefulness of online education for developing knowledge and skills in Malaysia and Singapore (Luo, Boland & Chan, 2013). According to Thang, Nambiar, Wong, Jaafar, and Amir (2015), local institutes of higher education (IHE) students more frequently use Web 2.0 technological tools for social networking but less commonly apply web technologies for learning English. Facebook and emails are preferred sites as their English learning aids whereas Web-based English self-practices are rarely integrated into their educational learning purposes.

Vocabulary words which are predefined in the web-based vocabulary learning websites, are not suitable for IHE learners. For instance, the author explained that the www.britishcouncil.my website predetermines the vocabulary items in the word games that may not be appropriate for every learner. Vocabulary learning might not take place when the vocabulary list is selected by someone else as student-centred approach highlights that the learner should choose his own vocabulary during reading (Mukoroli, 2011). Johnson (2016) argued that personal vocabulary journals are useful for a learner to enter his chosen new vocabulary items which include dictionary definitions, reflections and student drawings. Investigation in this study will be based on the following research question on an interactive web-based English vocabulary learning tool:

- What are the theories used for formulating a conceptual framework for developing the learning tool?

Related Works

A comparison study of online vocabulary acquisition tools are summarized in Table 2.1. Among the tools reviewed are Lexipedia (Avinash & Samson 2016; Chen, 2013), Snappy Words (Avinash & Samson 2016), Quizlet (Imrie, 2014), vocabsushi (Angalakuduru, 2014), vocabulary.com
The Importance of Cloud Computing in Web 2.0

Cloud computing which is associated with Web 2.0 offers several advantages in e-learning. The advantages include cost reduction, cloud collaboration for sharing resources and communicating with other learners, and facilitating users to control and access data for higher education platform (Barhate & Narale, 2015). Higher education academic resources such as vocabulary lists which are saved in cloud storage can be distributed to different channels with minimum production cost. Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) is the most frequent cloud computing service model employed by IHE (Akande & Van Belle, 2014). This model shows positive result in IHE learners’ academic achievement (Akande & Van Belle, 2016; Alsaeed & Saleh, 2015). In recent years, IHE favours the SaaS model as it opens up a conducive channel that inspire learning on cloud-based applications. It facilitates collaborative learning at IHE students’ convenience.

Yip and Kwan (2006) revealed that undergraduate students preferred online vocabulary games over traditional activity-based settings. This is due to the reason that digital vocabulary games provide dynamic content that assists students to remember the new lexicons for a longer period of time and retrieve more lexicons as compared to classroom vocabulary learning activities.

VocabBook adopts the SaaS model to promote student-centred and collaborative lexicon learning. The vocabulary database of VocabBook is protected to ensure the resources are safely kept in cloud database. Learners can access their vocabulary sets and peer vocabulary sets through VocabBook cloud application by entering their username and password. Meanwhile, the database can be shared among the users for online gaming purpose to obtain the effective learning outcome from any location without paying any fees, shifting or reprinting cost.

Web Engineering Method

Web engineering is a subset of software engineering (Murugesan, Deshpande, Hansen & Ginige, 2001) which highlights the use of engineering principles to create quality web-based applications according to user needs (Viniski, Grzebielucka & Ferrasa, 2014). UWE is an extension of the UML (Unified Modelling Language) metamodel in which the original elements of the UML remain the same within the UWE (Koch & Kraus, 2003). It consists of development stages, system’s views and aspects.

UWE encompasses the whole life-cycle of web application development and comprises requirements modelling phase, conceptual modelling phase, navigation modelling phase and presentation modelling phase (Wakil, Jawawi & Safi, 2015; Hamdy, Elsoud & El-Halawany, 2011). Requirement models and architecture models are emphasized to specify the development of the web application (Viniski, Grazebielucka, Ferrasa & 2014). UML is useful in different stages of KBS development to solve business system problems in a small financial company (Chung & Pak, 2006).
Constructivist Theory

Constructivist theory on language study explained that the individual internalizes social activities with more language use, others lead to behavioral transformations and bridges early, and later results in individual language development (Vygotsky, 1978). The central notion of his theory is zone of proximal development (ZPD). ZPD refers to the distance between what a student can do with and without help (Vygotsky, 1978). Fig. 1 illustrates how a learner can master a skill and strategy which he will then use through peer interaction within his ZPD (McLeod, 2014). ZPD focused on student-centred learning where learning outcomes can be achieved through guided practice. Vygotsky (1978) particularly viewed adult as a peer who is more likely to accomplish a task by collaboration. He promoted lifelong learning with his constructivist theory to develop student’s higher mental function. Learners’ language knowledge and skills are constructed with guided learning or during game execution with peers in a group.

Learner knowledge is developed internally and externally (Vygotsky, 1978). Student-centred learning approach which is based on constructivist learning theory highlights the student’s role in constructing knowledge. Vygotsky pointed out that learning takes place when education model concentrates on the students’ interest rather than on the needs of the outside world (Ostoff, 2012). The theory revealed that student language development depends on self-chosen learning items and practises the items within a collaborative learning group or with the assistance from more proficient students.

The student-centred model proposed that second language vocabulary acquisition begins with students managing their own learning and are independent to choose glossary words for themselves based on their personal interest and needs (Larrotta, 2011). Explicit study on self-made lexicon lists with interactive word practice enhances learners’ second language proficiency in English (Spiri, 2007). Therefore, Hopkyns and Nicoll (2013) introduced that learners need to select the new words they are interested to learn as the words are personalized and promotes information retention.

Student-centred e-learning can engage students in dynamic learning process through active learning and group connection at multiple levels (Morris & Faulk, 2012). The student-centred e-learning strategy recommended electronic word diagrams that are very effective for vocabulary enhancement (Hopkyns & Nicoll, 2013). The word diagrams are mostly favoured by the visual learner when they can be used to develop thoughts and factors bridging to an idea. Web diagrams make
associations that specify the word form and its meaning which are impressed in the students’ mind (Tickoo, 2003).

Digital graphic organizers increase the value of the traditional graphic organizers. Hutchison and Colwell (2015) emphasized that learners can share their digital word mappings among the group members in a class blog or website for supporting each other to construct lexical knowledge.

Student-centred vocabulary learning is enriched by digital graphic organizers to structure the information of learner-selected words to facilitate understanding. Electronic graphic organizers promote lexicon learning by depicting the connections among the semantic, syntax and usage of a learners’ self-selected vocabulary. Such digital drawing is highly popular in group learning. Hence, student-centred e-learning approach through electronic graphic organizers will be applied to formulate the conceptual framework in developing VocabBook to facilitate second language (L2) learners in autonomous and constructivist word learning (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2 Application of Constructivist Theory in VocabBook](image)

**Effective Vocabulary Learning Strategies**

Research on vocabulary acquisition strategies were carried out to help the learners to develop their vocabulary (Nyikos & Fan, 2007). Choo, Lin and Pandian (2012) argued that the implicit and explicit strategies should be included into the teaching and learning of new vocabulary. The meaning of new vocabulary can be acquired unconsciously through repeated exposure to the words; and explicitly through planned instruction.

Explicit learning involves applying word learning strategies to consolidate a new word by consulting a dictionary and through note taking and word-play activities. Moreover, learners who use multiple vocabulary learning strategies are more effective in vocabulary acquisition (Johnson and Heffernan, 2006). Word learning strategies applicable in a reading context either from printed material or hypertext include dictionary use, utilization of contextual clues, note taking and practice (Gu, 2003).

According to Oxford (1990), the learner concludes the meaning of a new word by determination and social strategies. Then, the learners need to consolidate the meaning of the word by using cognitive, metacognitive, memory and social strategies. Hence, Schmitt (1997) categorized the vocabulary learning strategies into determination, social, memory, cognitive and metacognitive. The learners need to determine the meaning of new words and then consolidate the meaning of the word when they encounter the word again.

As a result, Schmitt (1997) proposed a theory of vocabulary learning strategies which enumerates numerous effective techniques for implementing these five vocabulary learning strategies. Analysing the part of speech, guessing the word from textual context, creating a word list, using a monolingual and bilingual dictionary are the techniques introduced in the determination
strategy. Discovering new meaning through study and practice in a group are some popular techniques applied in social strategy. Vocabulary memorization strategy encompasses connecting the word to its synonyms and antonyms, applying words in sentences and using the words in idioms. Cognitive strategy comprises creating word lists, taking notes and keeping a vocabulary notebook. Testing oneself with word tests and continuous study are utilized in meta-cognitive strategy in vocabulary learning.

The recognition of the role of Schmitt’s five vocabulary learning strategies has continued to grow. Among the researches discussed in this subject matter was a research by Rossiter, Abbott and Kushnir (2016) who reported that at least 75% of adult ESL educators teach new lexicon by using the vocabulary in an example sentence, providing a simple definition, asking students for definitions, writing the word, providing a synonym and discussing underlying meanings of words. Furthermore, the researchers also revealed that the most useful word learning strategies rated by educators were guessing the word from context, working in pairs or groups, and choosing their own words to learn. However, ESL Malaysians students rarely apply the vocabulary learning strategies and a few popular strategies used in the research study are using monolingual dictionary, guessing from the context, and studying through the English language media. (Azadeh Asgari & Ghazali Mustapha, 2011).

Individual English vocabulary pool enhancement requires five explicit vocabulary acquisition strategies. To achieve the research objective, the five recommended strategies are incorporated into electronic graphic organizers for understanding and acquiring a new English word effectively. Hence, Fig. 3 presents some popular vocabulary learning techniques which include building a word list, applying a dictionary, practicing a word use in a group, matching a word to its synonym and antonym, and assessing oneself through vocabulary tests that will be applied in VocabBook.

---

### Theory of Vocabulary Learning Strategies

**Determination**
- Look up meaning

**Social**
- Share word list

**Memory**
- State Synonym

**Cognitive**
- Create word list

**Metacognitive**
- Word test

---

### Language Learning Motivation

Gardner (1985) defined that L2 motivation as a “combination of effort plus desire to achieve the goal of learning the language plus favorable attitudes toward learning the language.” (p.10) The motivational theory named ARCS model describes motivational aspects and instructional design to sustain students’ motivation to learn (Keller, 2000). Keller divided the model into attention (A), relevance (R), confidence (C) and satisfaction (S) which is based on motivational concepts and characteristics. Attention is to help to sustain students’ attention and prevent them from tuning out. Relevance is to connect the learning content to learners’ interests and styles. Confidence is to guide students to gain positive learning experience for success. Satisfaction is to grade learning outcome by providing intrinsic and extrinsic rewards.

The two types of motivation are intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation uses self-determination theory which stresses that learner behaviors are self-determined

The gamification approach utilizes motivation theories that involve intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in e-learning environments (Shi, Cristea, Hadzidedic, Dervishalidovic, 2014). Brigham (2015) suggested that gamification applies game elements that generate awards to the users such as points, badges and leaderboards to motivate students intrinsically and extrinsically. Gamification facilitates users in studying a second language be increasing motivation towards a learning approach that enhances weak areas and builds skills (Flores, 2015).

To achieve the research objective, a motivational model, crucial in supporting vocabulary learning is an important component. The graphic organizer is an appropriate tool used in VocabBook as it is selected as an e-learning tool in student-centred learning and it can be used to fulfill the Attention aspect in the ARCS motivational model as well. As discussed earlier, it is an interesting visual tool which can arouse student's interest.

Motivational level is enhanced by encouraging students to look up the meaning of a word which is relevant to his current subject area. Vocabulary practice and tests are methods which can boost students' confidence in using lexical items in the four linguistic skills in daily verbal and non-verbal communication. A gamified system that uses levels and scores for rewarding students promotes intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Gamification is a feature strongly recommended in designing VocabBook as it can help students attain satisfaction. Fig. 4 illustrates the application of Keller’s ARCS motivational model in VocabBook.

**Fig. 4 Application of Motivational Theory in VocabBook**

**Theoretical Framework**

This theoretical framework supporting this research study is an incorporation of motivational theory, constructivist learning theory and theory of vocabulary learning strategies. The selected theories have been included to form the theoretical framework that underpin VocabBook which serves as a stage to enhance learners’ language performance and forms the groundwork for the development of the web interface design and its functionality. The theoretical framework for this research study is presented in Fig. 5.

The learner-centred approach supported by constructivist learning theory is to enhance individual word performance through self-determination and collaborative vocabulary learning. Vocabulary learning strategies streamline learners in improving their performance. Motivational theory sustains learner interest by introducing a scoring system.
Fig. 5 Theories Underpinning This Study

Conceptual Framework

Fig. 6 demonstrates the conceptual framework that serves as the foundation of work in this research design. The framework will be used to design, develop, implement and evaluate VocabBook as well. The framework is formed based on Constructivist Theory, Vocabulary Learning Strategies Theory and Motivational Theory, which is seen as influencing effectiveness of vocabulary learning using VocabBook. Meanwhile, the UWE method is applied as a web engineering method to analyse and design VocabBook as a learning tool in this research.

Discussion

The research objective of this study is to formulate a conceptual framework for developing a cloud-based student-centred vocabulary learning tool, named VocabBook. This objective has been achieved through reviewing of literatures on the topics covering previous studies on web-based English vocabulary learning tool, cloud computing web engineering method, constructivist theory, effective vocabulary learning strategies, language learning motivation. The outcome of reviews was presented using the proposed theoretical framework and then the conceptual framework. The future
work of this study is to design and develop a prototype of VocabBook for IHE students. This will then lead to evaluate the functionalities and ease-of-use of VocabBook. These two objectives will focus on developing VocabBook which is a prototype of vocabulary learning web application and evaluate the functionality and usability of the web application.
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## APPENDIX A : A COMPARISON STUDY OF WEB-BASED VOCABULARY LEARNING TOOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>User-defined word</th>
<th>Vocabulary learning technique</th>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Lexipedia (Chen 2013)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1. Semantic of the word is associated in a diagram.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1. Semantics of the word are presented in a diagrammatic view.</td>
<td>1. Word items are not saved for future use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Insufficient learning strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. No motivational technique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Snappy Words (Avinash 2016)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1. Semantic of the word is associated in a diagram.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1. Semantics of the word are presented in a network diagram.</td>
<td>1. Word items are not saved for future use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Insufficient learning strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. No motivational technique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Quizlet (Imrie, 2014)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1. Fill in the word &amp; its definition. 2. Share word with others.</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>1. User enters his chosen word. 2. Word can be shared with other users. 3. It apply gamified learning feature.</td>
<td>1. Student entered definition is not reliable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Semantic &amp; syntax merely kept in the short term memory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Vocab Sushi (Angalakuduru, 2014)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1. Fill in a suitable word for a sentence. 2. Match the suitable</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>1. A mark is awarded to encourage students to continuously develop vocabulary</td>
<td>1. Predefined words are not used by every learner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Word items are not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. vocabulary.com (Angalakuduru, 2014)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1. Definition and sample sentence are retrieved from the built-in dictionary.</td>
<td>Point</td>
<td>1. User creates own vocabulary list. 2. Definition and sample sentence are retrieved from the built-in dictionary.</td>
<td>1. Only memory leaning strategy. 2. Word items are not shared by others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. My Dictionary (Usami et al., 2015)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1. Information of the word is presented in a table. 2. Peer comments on the semantic &amp; syntax.</td>
<td>Points and ranking</td>
<td>1. User enters his chosen word. 2. Information of the word is presented in a table.</td>
<td>1. Learner enters semantics, syntax &amp; usage of the word are not reliable. 2. Peer evaluation is unreliable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. BBC Learning English (Gibbs, 1992a &amp; Hughes, 2002)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1. User enters definition and sample sentence. 2. Fill in a suitable term for a sentence using crossword. 3. Guess words by giving the definition or sample.</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>1. User can practice his vocabulary skills through quizzes. 2. Scores are awarded to the user.</td>
<td>1. Selected words from the provided news article. 2. Definition and sample sentences are only used to explain a word.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>